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Fig. S1 Identification and synthesis of TVLYEH. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of TVLYEH; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized TVLTEH; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized TVLYEH.
Fig. S2 Identification and synthesis of QLFSQPF. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of QLFSQPF; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized QLFSQPF; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized QLFSQPF.
Fig. S3 Identification and synthesis of ILY. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of ILY; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized ILY; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized ILY.
Fig. S4 Identification and synthesis of QQPHYLENFIQA. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of QQPHYLENFIQA; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized QQPHYLENFIQA; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized QQPHYLENFIQA.
Fig. S5 Identification and synthesis of VTGGGY. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of VTGGGY; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized VTGGGY; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized VTGGGY.
Fig. S6 Identification and synthesis of TVFNHEGR. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of TVFNHEGR; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized TVFNHEGR; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized TVFNHEGR.
Fig. S7 Identification and synthesis of LNVQQALGDR. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of LNVQQALGDR; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized LNVQQALGDR; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized LNVQQALGDR.
Fig. S8 Identification and synthesis of LQAGGLF. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of LQAGGLF; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized LQAGGLF; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized LQAGGLF.
Fig. S9 Identification and synthesis of VYLMPI. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of VYLMPI; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized VYLMPI; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized VYLMPI.
Fig. S10 Identification and synthesis of QPQPMNELIQQ. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of QPQPMNELIQQ; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized QPQPMNELIQQ; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized QPQPMNELIQQ.
Fig. S11 Identification and synthesis of QILPQ. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of QILPQ; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized QILPQ; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized QILPQ.
Fig. S12 Identification and synthesis of EIQPGMAIDPQ. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of EIQPGMAIDPQ; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized EIQPGMAIDPQ; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized EIQPGMAIDPQ.
Fig. S13 Identification and synthesis of KDEYKHLNFGEV. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of KDEYKHLNFGEV; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized KDEYKHLNFGEV; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized KDEYKHLNFGEV.
Fig. S14 Identification and synthesis of QPQVLLLDEPFG. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of QPQVLLLDEPFG; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized QPQVLLLDEPFG; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized QPQVLLLDEPFG.
Fig. S15 Identification and synthesis of YEALR. (A) The LC-MS/MS mass spectrum of YEALR; (B) The HPLC chromatogram of synthesized YEALR; (C) The mass spectrum of the synthesized YEALR.